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owner and you haven't read a mafia manager, then you'll probably find yourself denying yourself some knowledge of no-nonsense leadership and business management techniques to grow accelerated businesses. Today I want to share with you 40 famous mafia quotes about the life and business of the mafia manager. These famous mafia quotes about life and business are just a tip of the iceberg according to what is available in the
mafia manager.I have read the mafia manager time and again because its lesson can be used in general about business and life. I use the lessons learned from the mafia manager to improve my personal life and strengthen my business. The Mafia manager is a book containing the recreational wisdom of men who have managed one of the largest, most profitable and longest-lived cartels in capitalist history. The mafia manager is first
collected in a book of knowledge and perception of ruthless employers whose ingenuity in organization and management contributes far more to profitability and growth than the ruthless power or conventional wisdom of a legitimate CEO. So if you're ready to learn from the unconventional wisdom of the mafia manager; then in reading as I share with you 40 famous quotes about the life and business of the mafia manager.1. The best
way to get into our business is where it was born. 2. Business Mafia is business. 3. If the pot is boiling over, use a long spoon. If the house is on fire, warm yourself up 4. Our principles are highest: honor, solidarity and vengeance. We know that there is no justice for us except that we get it, we respect it. 5. Resolve all your problems; Time given. 6. Severe problems often require extreme solutions. The gangster quotes about the loyalty
of friends8. Friends are not as important as family. Don't confuse friendship loyalty with blood transplantation. The problem is their Candor friends. They betray you if you let them and then they tell you on your face why: it's nothing personal, just business. 10. Keep your friends close, but keep your enemies closer. 11. A man who does not have an enemy is a man without characteristics. Even Jesus had many enemies. 12. The world
belongs to a patient man. 13. If you can't win with a fair fight, fight foul. Or a third party will do your fight. Even a mouse holds three holes. 15. God will provide, but you shall provide for as long as He does. 16. It takes a thousand beats to drive a nail in the dark. 17. The best defense against traitors is treason. 18. Thousand enemies are not enough; A single enemy. There is no such thing as a 'harmless' enemy. The best armor is to
keep out of range. 20. The best friend buzzes hungry a dead horse. Which is in a different way to say; Pick it up for as long as it takes, 22. Eagles don't hunt flies. Skate fast when you skate on thin ice. 24. In the storm, pray to God but row for the beach. 25. When you have to cut, convince your victim is a surgeon. 26. Good medication is always bitter. 27. Any treatment of a bad condition has its own bad side effects. Choose the
treatment with the least. Quotes about money and business28. He who pays well serves well. 29. Great drums seem good only remotely. 30. Never worry about tomorrow. Tomorrow, you could inherit a million dollars or run a truck. Or they inherit a million dollars and are run by a truck. 31. Money never goes to prison. You can be rich without know how powerful you are but you can't be powerful without money, he said. 33. Never
reinforce failure; Never marry the loser's hand. If you are anvil, be patient. If you have a hammer; Strike. 35. When you compromise, you lose. When you seem to have made a compromise, you have taken a step towards victory. 36. Fortune is on the strong side. 37. For peace to the monarchy, ready for war. 38. It is better to take your enemies too stupid than your snook. 39. After a win, sharpen your knife. 40. When you hunt, let the
game come to you. Flickr/fireworks saga they say is the best revenge of a good life. I say this is acid in the face -who will love them now? —Mindy Kaling 2. I even want to get it, I swear I will. Mark me, I'm a grumpy pregnant woman with no sleepless. I have time to plan my revenge—Kim Gruenenfelder 3. I was sipping tea, shooting flirtatious glances and planning murder. —Mingmei Yip 4. Harry was left to ponder the depths of the
girls' drowning to take revenge. —J. K. Rowling 5. My former bullies pay extra to come backstage and meet me after the shows and pretend I don't know them in front of their friends. It is the most divine pleasure to accurately avenge the brutal child who resides inside. —Margaret Cho 6. Revenge is a confession of pain. —Latin Proverbs 7. But if there is more damage, then you should designate bruising for bruising as a life of
punishment for life, eyes for eyes, teeth for teeth, hands for hands, feet for feet, burns for burns, scars for wounds, bruising for bruising. —Exit 21:23-25 8. Treat everyone fairly or they will seek revenge. —Christopher Paulini 9. 'Tis Noble to forgive, and more masculine to despair, of injury vengeance. —Benjamin Franklin 10. One eye for one eye only blinds the whole world—Mahatma Gandhi 11. I'm a fighter. I believe in eye-to-eye
work. Eye to eye is never enough. Never, ever, ever. —Adrian Finnigh 13. While seeking revenge, digging two graves, one for yourself. —Douglas Horton 14. So revenge is obviously a deeply cluttered expression of The Tuz. It's hard to even call it the devil. The result of deeply messy thinking. —Venkatesh G. Rao 15. The executioner's vengeance proves itself. —John Ford 16. Not being generous is like drinking rat poison, and then
waiting for the mouse to die. —Anne Lamoth 17. In taking revenge, a man is but even with his enemy, but in passing it, he is superior. Francis Bacon 18, we must forgive our enemies, but not before they are hanged. —Heinrich Hein 19. Gorgeous hair is the best revenge. - Ivana Trump 20 God is a mean and bold bully bent on revenge on her children for not living up to her impossible standards. —Walt Whitman 21. It is impossible to
suffer without anyone paying for it; Every complaint now involves revenge. —Friedrich Nietzsche 22. If you spend your time hoping that someone will suffer the consequences of what they've done to your heart, then you'll let them hurt you the second time in your mind. —Shannon L. Alder 23. Men should either be treated generously or destroyed because revenge takes few injuries—for heavy injuries they can't. —Niccolo Machiavelli
24. Revenge may be evil, but it's normal—William Makepeace Thackeray 25. The problem with revenge is that it never even scores. It links both the injured and the injured to the pain escalator. Both are stuck on escalators until equality is asked and the escalator never stops. —Lewis B. Smedes 26. Stronger than love loves the lover's hatred. Incurable, in each, the wounds they make. —Euripides 27. Living well is the best revenge.
George Herbert, 28, when a man is wearing your wife, there's no better revenge than to let him hold it. —Stieg Larsson 30. Weak people have ignored the strong revenge of the people for the forgiveness of intelligent people — Anonymous 31. Revenge is not a noble sentiment, but a human feeling. —Rudy Giuliani 32. There's always enough retribution to be treated—Amber Sylvia 33. something funny about revenge . Kevis
Hendrickson 34. Choose old people for enemies. theyll die . you win . —Jacob M. Appel 35. Vengeance is a female genre. Men who are left by women are either made by cuckold rivals or lick their wounds in humiliating silence or start troy wars. No power and no other public voice, a betrayed woman for his pen . - Francis Wilson 36 revenge is sweet and not fattening. —Alfred Hitchcock 37. Revenge of the Appetite Monster is forever
bloodied and never filled. —Richelle E. Goodrich 38. Revenge can only be found on a self-overstribic road. —Wayne Gerard Trotman 39. I'm very Sicilian if I've been rejected, I'm not looking for revenge, but I'll never forget, and I'll make it hard to fix, which is not a good quality because if people keep me that standard, there won't be any around me—never. —Amy Adams 40. No nerd computer and escapes without scarring. —E.A.
Bucchianeri 41. Revenge is not always sweet, when it consumes we feel more than our sacrifice. —Emile M. Siuran 42. vengeance is not worthy of you . If you focus on revenge, you keep those wounds fresh that would otherwise have healed. —Adeline Yen Mah 43. For the longest time I studied revenge for rejection of everything. I fantasized my first torture chamber in the dark arches while on bloody sheets in your healing hall,
discovering doors inside my mind that I hadn't found before, doors that even a 9-year-old knows shouldn't open. Doors that never close again. I flattened them Mark Lawrence 44 never got his revenge, beloved, but leaving room for God's wrath, written for it, revenge is mine, I repay, says Lord. —Romans 12:19 45. revenge is what i want . nothing but pure outsear vengeance . But my mother made me a lady—J. P. Donleavy 46. Life is
what it is, a dream of revenge. —Paul Gauguin 47. To get revenge, a man locks himself up alone and thinks. His stomach should be empty to fill his head. Little revenge comes from the heart and a lot of minds; Man must separate himself from the noise of men and things, even from what they look like; Let the room where you med meditation be dark, narrow and warm. —Xavier Forneret 48. Lose the world, provided I take my revenge!
—Savinien Cyrano de Bergerac 49. Serial murder is by no way about sex, but about power and control and revenge for society. - Pat Brown 50 at this hour lies at my mercy all enemies of mine. —William Shakespeare Read this: 35 People Reveal The Worst Thing About Lose Their Virginity Read this: 14 Totally Random Encounters That Ended In Sex Read this: 23 People Talk About Seeing Something That Scarred Them For Life
Life
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